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1. Background and previous research 

The distinction between unergative and unaccusative predicates was first proposed by           

Perlmutter (1978) in his Unaccusative Hypothesis, according to which the category of            

intransitive predicates is not homogeneous, but composed of two kinds of predicates:            

unergatives (which assign the thematic role of agent) and unaccusatives (which assign the             

thematic role of theme). According to Generative Grammar accounts (Burzio 1981; Chomsky            

1981), such a hypothesis holds that even though unaccusative arguments are linearized at the              

same position as unergative arguments in NOM-ACCUS languages like Spanish, they           

originate as objects within the VP, thus leaving a trace at their base position after syntactic                

movement. 

Some psycholinguistic research has tested this hypothesis by investigating one of its            

predictions, namely: reactivation of the single argument of unaccusative predicates will take            

place at trace position; such reactivation will not take place in unergative predicates due to               

the absence of a trace. Several researchers (Bever & Sanz 1997; Friedmann et al. 2008) have                

reported results supporting this prediction in probe-tasks conducted in English and Spanish.            

However, a more recent study in Dutch (Reuland et al. 2012) has reported opposite results:               

that reactivation of the single arguments takes place both in unaccusative and unergative             

predicates, although the time course of such reactivation differs.  

 

2.           Reuland et al. (2012): an eye-tracking study using the visual world paradigm 

The methodology used by Reuland et al. (2012) (eye-tracking in the visual world paradigm)              

might be accountable for this new finding. In the experiment, participants’ eye fixations were              

recorded while they were presented with auditory stimuli; this allowed researchers to measure             

reactivation of the argument continuously, and not just at probe-site as previous research.             

Their results show that reactivation of the single argument of unergative predicates occurs             

around 300 ms after verb offset, while reactivation of the single argument of unaccusative              



predicates occurs around 950 ms after verb offset, i.e. with a considerable delay with respect               

to unergative arguments.  

 

3. Research project: testing the time course of argument reactivation in unaccusative,            

unergative and transitive predicates in Spanish 

In my Masters’ research project, I will replicate Reuland et al.’s (2012) experiment in              

Spanish to test whether there is reactivation of the single argument both in unaccusative and               

unergative predicates after verb offset, and whether such reactivation takes place at different             

time frames. It should be noted that some modifications were included which deviate from              

Reuland et al.’s (2012) experiment: transitive predicates were included into the design in             

order to contrast reactivation of the agent in transitive predicates with reactivation of the              

single argument of unergative predicates. Thus, my experiment will test reactivation of the             

single argument of unaccusative and unergative predicates, as well as reactivation of the             

agent in transitive predicates. 

A total of 110 visual displays consisting of four line drawings each will be displayed;               

each visual display will be presented along with an audio of a sentence. In test sentences, one                 

of the drawings will depict an object which is semantically-related to the single argument of               

unaccusative and unergative predicates, or the agent in transitive predicates. In control            

sentences, none of the drawings will depict a semantically-related object. In filler sentences,             

one of the drawings will depict the argument of unaccusative and unergative predicates, or              

the agent in transitive predicates. Finally, a significant increase in looks to the target drawing               

(semantically-related object) after verb offset in test sentences would indicate reactivation the            

argument, which, according to Reuland et al. (2012), is needed in order to integrate verb and                

argument into one representation. 
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